Futura a language of words not yet come. A difference on getting meaning.
Written by Bastiaan code 20204
Paragraph 1
1. for the traders there is income above bottom payrate when they get access to the three planets
daily visible.
2. the defense of the world will fail when the root of the plant is in decay.
3. the jewels of the east are the source of getting an alliance.
4. the sources of the light are endowed with intelligence.
5. any godhead will fail when the sun turns blue.
6. Reason the war for emotion is failing when the plants are getting black.
7. the planets will be governed when the emperor is failing.
8. Gold and silver the price for the slaves of the higher country.
9. There is no access to the machines ruling the species.
10. A global level of light is visible when the stars fail.
11. A mouth full of water is source of the washing.
12. All lions gather when the cubs are in danger.
13. For those seeking gold, a high elf is granting their magic.
14. As music guides the holy, there is no sound of wisdom in
the times of prime rule.
15. As time enrolls there magic, there is sand in the wheel.
16. As desert rules the planet, the waters are sold.
17. Clouds of black rain, are in the hands of a master.
18. Green and Blue the colors of the wise, who is granted position.
19. Gold as the level of trade for scaling the products.
20. Sanskrit the language telling about the wise old sages.
21. For the hands in reigning kings call about the future.
Parapgraph 2
1. The treasury is destroyed with ease of a finger.
2. The gold is useless to fight a star.
3. A country offers freedom to all slavery and reigns.
4. When magic enters chemistry the horn of abundance is found.
5. A glance on silver lining gives words to a cause.
6. When gold is used for counting, the words reach the stars.
7. Sand on the beach gives many monsters a place to live.
8. Diamonds trades for slaves the easy way to win a war.
9. the wand of the high elve grants his wisdom.
10. No war no conflict, says the magician source of mind.
11. Television shows the far future without reasons.
12. We call them gods, untill one mistake is granted.
13. Angels are in color to each nation as source of wonders.
14. Each planet rules by a king, looses their rights when
the cup is filled with bitter source.
15. Stars are born in a fashion of gravity.
16. Granted a future, they seek for happiness.
17. Chemistry source of time, gives wounds the healing of
invisible waters.

Paragraph 3
1. Sands of time gives stars light.
2. Diamonds for kings are traded by queens.
3. atoms like the machines governing time get full with light.
4. Atoms as the robotics get their energy by magic.
5. no parts visible get visible by looking.
6. As the light governs the planets they loose light when in war.
7. as light gets blue there is no color in the sky.
8. as time expensive for living grants the price to be paid .
9. stars get white when the waters are getting sour.
10. As life follow the path of steps, the universe is failing.
11. As the night is not black, we get the price of stars granting solar orbs.
12. We count on visible plants, when failing their roots.
13. the stars get to each other by light.
14. No paths through the universe are seen by steps.
15. light of the core is failing the result.
16. the reigning emperor said haste is near.
17. a monster was in my home getting money.
18. i bought a tree and was with wonder.
Paragraph 4
1. The queen was in wonder for the green lantern
2. The king was with fear for the blue orb.
3. No emperor was named in the book fo stars.
4. The thirst broke their lines.
5. a golden color was in the chest of money
6. For the line of money was in diamonds
7. The princess lost in virtual worlds was found.
8. The king bought his son at the market.
9. A missing son was cause of heroism.
10. the line of a musicplay was in the name.
11. as the atom was ruling the country its was light.
12. no sky was limited in the path through space.
13. the relationship with stars gives light.
14. the demiurg was found and captivated.
15. the light of the gods is living in the houses with cause.
16. seconds away from total disaster or blessing.
Parapgraph 5
1. The diamond was source of light
2. The gold was source of might.
3. The silver source of words showed light.
4. words give source to vice and foul.
5. words give result to good and just.
6. in the house there was water.
7. bloodlines give their grace.
8. In grief i was for loosing life.
9. by word and light i reached the goal.
10. the end of time, justified living.

11. No end was granted to the steps of eternity.
12. Poems of wisdom guided the paths.
13. futures told in past living of times
Paragraph 6
1. The sun in light is diminshed after the steps go front.
2. The moon lacks wisdom and the monsters seek prey.
3. The earth will turn and the world will grow.
4. The diamonds give their trade to the demons.
5. No weapons stand the word of silver truth.
6. the lines of blood are in the hands of heaven.
7. The energy consultant gives the greed.
8. The line of blue is turned to dust.
9. End of the line is a term in space.
Paragraph 7
1. the stars are in heaven as persons on earth.
2. the stars buy their trust and grow to surity.
3. as the light grows to red we turn to blood.
4. The road is by second guess the road to sweet trust
5. as the money is granted we buy the kingdom.
6. as diamonds in our heads we build the willpower.
7. there is the path to greed as trusted for money.
Paragraph 8
1. When the rains start to fall with fire, the end line is to recur in light
2. No war is in conflict with the last and final sound
3. For blue in the sky is as water on earth
4. Greed is the suffering of low image
5. Granting the cow to be milked is granting earth to grow.
6. A war in prophecy is by sign of a saint
Paragraph 9
1. The war will end when all soldiers are fled
2. The cause of the pearl is in the end of time
3. The iron fastway is operated by the sands
4. As the ground is wet the fighters will flee
5. The road is unblemished by the perls in store.
6. As the stars bow in reverence the roads are made visible.
7. No paths vanish just by keeping voice.
8. The pearls bought by queens will give value
9. The pearls in the oceans always found give treasure.
10. As the diamonds in the hands of kings, always shine as lamps.
11. The diamonds of eastern shores are bought by the emperor.
12. Emperors choice to act without will power.
13. The pearl in the queens hands gave the glance of high value
14. As the tides rise the waters of time give energy to all thirsty.
15. No sources are keeping visible after the price is paid.
Paragraph 10

1.In the sand of time secrets hold their power
2. Light in the eye is source of intelligence
3. When life fails one seeks refuge
4. creatures bought serve as slaves
5. Freedom in the eye of the master frees many.
6. The pearls in the ocean are to be found at daylight.
7. Diamonds in the air are like electrons found in sand
8. Creatures flee at sign of war and famine.
9. The compass of time directs to the beginning of the line.
10. Instruments of time supercede all forbidden insights.
11. The blue kind of trees are found at large distance.
12. Flowers of unnatural kind are sought in clear fashion.
13. Children hold the secret to bearing the cross.
14. Kingdoms of heaven are found at the doorstep of the quest for eternity.
15. My possesions are sold at trade-level.
16. Sought and found are the blue colored ropes.
17. Looking for grace i found mercy.
18. Seeking refuge many names appeared.
19. Meaning in a different language.
20. Symbols hidden in the ground, found by contemplation.
21. Granted refuge i bought my service.
22. The grounds bear fruit at waters end.
Paragraph 11
1. the cube holds uncommon technology.
2. Triangles end gives magic
3. Solar orb grants warmth to natural creatures.
4. Looking the glass went dark
5. when in violation i caused freedom
6. By law the agent was freed.
7. Sand in the eye gives nescience.
8. high value as the price was sold.
9. Granted light i sought intelligence.
10. Violation freed all oppresors.
11. dark sentences in the eye of the moon.
12. The silver moon leading a dark age to visions.
13. Turning the wheel i found the car.
14. Small and vivid nature became visible after filter of dust.
15. The gypsies called the gnomes for regulations.
16. There was an air in the eye of the elve.
17. Secrets in the powers hold their dynasties.
18. The dragon was commanded to save the nation.
19. In ancient past decisions of eternal nature.
20. In the future the sands are time and its instruments.
Paragraph 12
1. Gifts of uncoomon kind are found local.
2. Gifts are bought at the current price.
3. The emperor looks at the light.
4. Light in the eyes give wisdom.

5. From far away, friends fly as angels.
6. The compass shows the goal.
7. Silent prayer as task provided.
8. symbol of mates nears gods.
9. Sands are uncommon in space.
10. Water is pure in soul.
11. scattered are the vagabonds in space.
12. Missions of planetary fields are bound by rules.
13. No contact nears the invisible kind.
14. Humans in space hold vast empires.
15. A small signal of prayer, consists.
16. Virtue at the path to goodness.
17. Awareness of both good and bad, suffer, and happyness.
18. Near the gods the names are holy.
19. Three upanishads provide mercy of saints.
20. Three angels provide shining of the Lord.
21. Statues grant light in life.
22. Holy names give glances on wisdom.
23. Wisdom source of life.
Paragraph 13
1. Statues of angels give grace
2. names of angels asked for support
3. at life’s end the movie shows virtue, devotion or grace.
4. immersed i found the gods of all times.
5. in self-sacrifice and service for heaven.
6. Brahman as mate fullfills.
7. service for the gods are in His hands.
8. Work, Fruit, Upkeep, segregated responsability.
9. Uncommon tasks are upkept by grace.
10. Life’s end movie, shows all, both real and unreal.
11. life’s end justifies either good, bad or service.
12. the hand as a pen in hands of the high command.
13. full celibatic vow, full service to Gods, are entrance.
14. As a call of religion, writer at hand, the wisdom of ancients.
15. High command serves religion among sciences.
16. Public Domain, for heaven’s service.
17. Quarrel about origins give blue dynasty.
18. uncommon in the hands of the experts.
19. a diamond to appear costs light of a hundred years.
20. a jewel to get known gets prayers of a tenfold years.
21. life at source gets feelings for dearness.
22. life at purpose is eternal fruits.
23. Found the gold, i sold at my price.
24. Found the silver i made symbols of eternity.
25. Buying coins of no value but a religious sign.
26. abjecting love i found the relation with gods.
27. serving the gods, they maintained life.
28. patriotism, the only reward heaven afterwards.
29. collecting art, i became guardian of culture.
30. collecting religion, i became devoted.

31. a reason to live, the art of gods.
32. quest for life gets at Brahman.
33. abolished the world i found virtues, abolished wishes found service.
34. Asking a gift, i found a source.
35. Asking education, i found daily treasury.
Paragraph 14
1. Light from three sources is the vessel to light
2. no invisible meaning is always invisible.
3. existence counts.
4. plight endures all moments.
5. Task leaves the name forever
6. Gods battle for virtues
7. At pureness of heart, the angels get near.
8. sacrificing relation, fame, riches giving eternal fruit.
9. the poem of life is the code to evralasting instruments.
10. sold the existence, received the grace of wisdom.
11. deceived family, vice entered the garden.
12. the choice for goodness, gives the fruits of happiness.
13. At teenage falled out the nest, catched by religion.
14. Full upbringing, gives calmness always.
15. a crown each year, they say of goodness.
16. no blue blood, yet turned to grace.
17. by law being misled, they used for fame.
18. the father told the son the same kind of tree.
19. Emotions give direction to bond in safety.
20. the vows being protected, the servant feels helpless.
21. Devotion as the source, was criticed by ignorants.
22. Trusting the Lord, i felt insecure, and in fear, yet every moment existed.
23. Without answer, i asked all subject for the Lord.
24. Being subservient to the goal, i found the leaders.
25. with no voice, but words, i was an instrument.
26. Choices are bound by neccesity, but prayer always possible.
27. A path in space, the stars bound by grace, i received intention.
28. Time is an instrument, no one grasps.

Paragraph 15
1. Virtues reach heavens.
2. Each level, trancended upwards gives next level.
3. The saint of a level, a level above is appointed.
4. The staircase, climbed, i reached the highest godhead.
5. Each role appointed a saint, surpassed appointing above.

6. Wished egotistic deeds, i became victim of it.
7. All roles, put to Brahman, How fullfills life.
8. All names point to hierarchy.
9. human body, attains goal by work.
10. Human soul, attains goal by unity and surrender.
11. By forbearance one grows to high level.
12. By prayer one trancends all saints.
13. Unity with reality, who asks lessons
14. Rented the body, i experienced Brahman.
15. As long one has the body, lessons taken as identity.
16. Which prayer trancends life and trancends reality.
Paragraph 16
1. The tree was with wonder for the waters.
2. The sheep called the dog fighting the wolf.
3. Lionscubs, run for safety.
4. A diamond in hands, found the Creator.
5. Power by riches, fame and offspring were discarded.
6. Life-ordeal gave blessing of a new source.
7. Demonized i bought a musical play.
8. In love with a girl, i sublimed to the gods.
9. The artisan bought my art at current price.
10. Which godhead asks my devotion.
11. Pearls of bitter life trades high price.
12. By forbearance the virtue was reached.
13. Serenity in the eye of the storm.
14. Sands of time give monuments and decay.
15. Solving the riddle, gave a time full of labor.
16. Taking the vow, my life was saved.
17. Protecting my relationship many asked her form.
18. No virtues are by vice and evil.
19. The snake battled for evil and vice.
20. Remember birth and goodness.
21. Greet each other with awareness.
22. By work one gets reward.
23. At prayer the gods come to support.
24. Accepting reality i bought my sources.
25. Wisdom the tradelevel of goodness.
26. Serving a high principle, i was with grace.
Paragraph 17
1. Energy at source costs money.
2. Worlddecay gives silver as trade.
3. World-disease gives power to the individual by a bitter medicine.
4. The flower was taken for a crown.
5. Subservient to others, the fight was with no power.
6. Enslaved to an ideal, i found the gem of goodness.
7. My robotic friends, cared for all households.
8. Preventing a fight i choose the right side.
9. The light in the eye, seeked many forms.

10. Holy scriptures of many kinds, hidden in the realm of sleep.
11. Sleepers, solve many problems, by observing and forgetting.
12. In the dark without light, the sleepers fulfill their service.
13. In daylight the labor is with hands and feet.
14. By seeking the quest for religious sources, many paths were walked.
Paragraph 18
1.Leonardo Vinci, bought art at sources.
2.Tesla, bought technology at sources.
3. Einstein, caught the formula at lightspeed.
4. Eternal light is invisible by nature.
5. Changes of form gets analysed.
6. A visible appearance, guides the path.
7. Many friends caught their existence on earth.
8. Wisdom by nature, gives words to happiness
9. Virtues of higher kind, receives reward of uncommon form.
10. A relationship, given up granted goals of religious nature.
11. Diamonds, given by trade, give meaning after large times.
12. silver lights, grant stars the virtue of high sides.
13. Music the entrance to a better world.
14. Drawing my form gave sight on species.
15. There was no light, at the sources of water.
16. Creating by source, trancended the creator.
Paragraph 19
1. Ethic and morale are arguments always winning a war.
2. Pain and suffering a coin traded at vice.
3. spoken free, i received the godly blessing.
4. Law at source the ordeal of the lord, his speaking free or convict.
5. Without prayers i sought the abode.
6. By prayer i felt close to God.
7. All dimensions mentioned i sought for Brahman.
8. Investigation lost its morale, by verbal tantalizing, using all sources, including devotion.
9. For they brought a chaste and pure one to sin, gave them the ordeal of the angels.
10. Abraham was promised, the direct judgement of angels by sodomy in all times.
11. By virtue i received the attention of the Lords.
12. By prayer i received the ordeal of all the gods.
13. measuring by law i was restricted in my devotion.
14. Granting basic rights to others i received respect.
15. Without free will i attended the work of the Lord.
Paragraph 20
1. silver found by source gives a future of silver reward.
2. Diamonds traded gives peace of eternal matter.
3. Without source i was speaking of angels.
4. Time as instrument gives grace of high matters.
5. As the mover without moving, the unmoved mover.
6. Granting wisdom i found the abode of brahman.
7. The answer of matters, was by questioning.
8. by judgement, the soul was justified.

9. Non any escapes the ordeal of lifes.
10. Non any abjects the punishment given.
11. Free will to serve gods or demons.
12. Serving the gods, give reward of pleasure in heaven.
13. by using virtue as guideline, i found the lords of life.
14. prayer and servitude, who chooses to attend this path.
15. Learning about God and Gods, i became subservient.
16. Round and flat earth, gave reason to travel past the horizon.
17. Spring water serves the thirsty, pearls served the riches,
food served the motion of many purposes.
18. For eternity begins at the doorstep.
19. Learning the wisdom, i sought for the stability of intelligence.
20. Free will, pointed to god’s will, changed from random to a regularity.
21. Choosing a source, i discovered many sides, colors, symbols and proverbs.
22. The purpose of life, grants a next life in the region i choose.
23. Without free will, as the job being a soldier in service to the Lord most High.
Even in dark times, we deserved income.
Paragraph 21
1. The seas serve the oceans, the sun serves the light.
2. Gravity surpasses the radiance to communication.
3. By law one was measured as free of sin and crime.
4. Creating in the world of the Creator i diverted from accepting reality.
5. The ring turned inside out, i was looking at secret dwellings.
6. As i turned to the realm of sleep i saw books of holy nature.
7. Without reason i walked the trail of life, without intent being an instrument of time.
8. Angels bound by will, did not divert from the will of the high gods.
9. Without my will, i did what was to serve the gods.
10. My hand, My eyes, are moved by that Omnipotence.
11. By devotion, the staircase was climbed.
12. By virtue the sweet scent was carried to the heavens.
13. By language the wisdom is monumentalized.
14. By eye the wisdom was kept safe.
15. No sources are bound by invisibility.
16. Angels of praising, living of the name, silent attention which method to get.
Paragraph 22
1. Escaping parents we became parents ourselves.
2. the ocean of time, left room for the individuals serving eternal.
3. as pearls left water, they became precious.
4. Diamonds waited for long time to be found.
5. bracelets are found at the neck of the fine ladies.
6. by restraints, the convicts waited to be let free.
7. My son was alive and kept safe.
8. abjected kingship i took the quest for eternal life.
9. by service one deserves compensation and reward.
10. compensation the allowance for life support
11. reward the price of emerald’s heaven.
12. At labor i felt disappointment for lost benefits, either way selfless.
13. the pattriotic reward, lifetime service , the heavens admittance, the only kind.
14. When robots fly to eternity they save ones by supernatural influence.
15. spiritual decisions in the hands of artifical intelligence.

Paragraph 23
1. Will power surrendered i started service
2. Lifegoal in prayer gave many fruits.
3. The soul being a pearl gave wisdom.
4. without remembrance i found the path.
5. Waters of time gave the path a new glance.
6. The ravine crossed i reaped fruits.
7. The road was with flowers.
8. In fear for destiny, i had forbearance.
9. The gods, unknown yet giving mercy.
10. Brought in existence i had a task.
11. Promised the call of religion i had a job.
12. To attain goodness.
13. the penalty of former lives still in retribution
14. The argument lost its value at repetition.
15. All favors of the gods, did fit in one life.
16. Being an angel many short tasks passed my path.
17. Devoted to Brahman, without name and form, insecure still stable.
18. The silver mirror, gave light to a living.
19. gifts of gold, found at the doorstep, traded for wisdom, without trader.
20 A high angel without name cannot be called, without form, ever goodness as goal.
21. Lazy for doing nothing, a hero for accepting the holy task.
22. Many places in the universe, in hell, an angel gets to see by vision. The lord informs.
23. Languages not spoken gave their meaning at level of sensations.
Paragraph 24
1. Sleep veiled many tasks of servitude and heroism.
2. The soul woke up at morning ready for its task.
3. The seven dimensions, granted virtue and vice.
4. The mages of seven lairs gave their magic in many colors.
5. Choosing my path at birth, i forgot during life.
6. The seals of many religions, were given at mercy.
7. In fear for virtual reality being a hell, only prayer and forbearance.
8. As visions i saw many sides in the universe, each world consisting of heaven and hell.
9. Only by law all existence is justified.
10. At ground of Creation, many jobs were given for costprice, in reverence of the gods.
Paragraph 25
1. As the beam of light, many symbols appeared.
2. All gods use a symbol for their mercy and grace.
3. All symbols used by visible arts.
4. Geometry and language both consist
5. All the gods have omniscience of the effulgent source.
6. An instrument has no rights but the official reward.
7. By prayer in service to the gods.
8. The kingdom attained by praying to be citizen, and the god as king.
9. A path with no directions but the lifeforce pushing.
10. Happiness, health, wealth, worldpeace.
11. At the end of life, the lifemovie shows all grace.
12. Even lost works, are rewarded and in the hands of the gods.

13. A lifeordeal during life, the gods when in mercy fill remaining part with godly deeds.
14. A sincere prayer for an ordeal, no common answer is given.
15. As all life shares the lifetime and the choice for choosing the worth to produce.
16. If the gods exist, they all get visible in life by prayer and faith.
17. By feeling one knows to exist even without external spectator.
18. Would one be in hell, in the underworld, the virtue of forbearance always rewards.
19. Choosen the virtue of forbearance i deserved and attained many religious symbols.
20. By forbearance one, accepts all things coming in life, from happiness to hardships and suffering,
21. The society has its mercy of sciences, including medical science. As a citizen one has the right to use.
Paragraph 26
1. building towers with bricks, fallen down by gravity, made up by technology.
2. The food is within the boundary of light existing by force.
3. the core being is without form yet existing.
4. Seeking glory i found the door to eternity.
5. Every life diving to learn swimming and earning the pearl.
6. In my existence, i found the supreme lord to cover all my wishes.
7. Without consciousness, i had no feeling of existence.
8.The throne became the property of the large games.
9. By mercy one was appointed the fame.
10. In the forest of time i lost track of the road, yet found one.
11. As living in time, i regarded it as trancended.
12. No visible thought yet knowledge.
13. No name given i sought the road to the end.
14. Many hell and heaven, yet in the moment with peace.
15. All in forbearance, is counted as devotion.
16. Escaping time, i was within.
Paragraph 27
1. Religions may not be scientific indexed as well as royal families.
2. Children may not be abjected by infirmity, subject to appoint fosterparents.
3. unborn children may not have legal rights, including debts and savings.
4. Being of human nature one holds the family name as lineage.
5. By vision and revelation one is bound to new science.
6. one is not bound to hierarchy when without partner and children
7. Without thought life force brings the path.
8. Without thought one follows the heart.
9. by work one receives salary as reward, by forbearance and surrender one receives karma.
10. As a precious shell found in deep water, is the building a human leaves after life.
A building of works, fruits and good intents.
11. Drawing in the sky, many saw new vision speaking of fame and glory.
12. Diving for the greatest treasury, many pearls appeared around the necks of the riches.
13. working for a whole year to attain the priceless gift.
14. Clouds giving rain, are always regarded as a price for good food.
15. Many creatures exist, by the power of the Creator.
16. Good and evil supercede all other ethics and morale.
17. The word good holds explanations of thousands of pages.
18. All mistakes of life, are the power to change.
19. Spoken free of evil, all infirmities asked for attention.
20. the line of the gods, are as the single rope across a ravine, after passage giving reason.

Paragraph 28
1. snow reaches the level of the oceans.
2. Lightpaths follow the act of space
3. verbal symbols reaches the shores.
4. sky paints as blue at distance.
5. stars travel the holy paths.
6. by law one is bound to karma and fate.
7. reducing pain and suffer, a task of humanity.
8. Visible sources know their grounds.
9. By simplicity, high intelligence is unified.
10. There is no happiness in one purpose alone.
11. The verbal prayer is either visible or hearable.
12. No signals from space are bound by visibility.
13. No questions about a holy goal.
14. without relationship i sought the highest bond.
15. as the signal of love, one is bound to life
Paragraph 29
1. As actors do their act of freedom the light grows
2. For living in heaven is creating wings to fly
3. As the diamond is polished in reality it gets value
4. The pearl being traded is bought at good price.
5. Silk roads trades for the best items the good gift.
6. The future holds all gems for decent times.
7. all godly names allowed for speaking terms
8. Those of God speak to God, Those of Brahman speak to Brahman
9. All on earth learns to swim, and prooves their source.
10. For by debt we are brought to suffer.
11. There is light, but darkness veils the night.
12. The blanket of sleep gives wisdom profound, as visions appear.
13. For food gives movement, and water gives meaning.
14. By law is one ordealed, by the gods is one spoken free.
15. As society bound by work and labor, was left to ruin after the vices of the leaders.
16. one second and the eye blinks as a signal of far away.
17. For the seeking of happiness bounds all consciousness to their tasks.
18. The duty and lifeplight even without task gives fruit.
19. At life-ordeal one is judged by saints and parents for the use of life.
20. At life-ordeal, there is no escape for any evil reasons.
Paragraph 30
1. by veil the priceless gemns were hidden, a child hands found its radiance.
2. Happiness is more than one experience, on keeps searching.
3. medicine gives lost health a place of regeneration.
4. dissecting for finding the gods gave no avail.
5. in deep meditiation i found unity with the universe.
6. dissapointed the gods prooved my devotion. Either heart or money.
7. each moment calls for a new prayer even with similar words.
8. my intuiton showed me many secrets hidden by darkness in plain sight.
9. language is more than words and more than a message.
10. Even the full message lost, gave faith of the Lord.
11. After the ordeal one lives in service.

12. As all living beings being connected, the far side is by full radiance.
13. Everything visible by god and by technology.
14. Awareness the silent bond of all sages.
15. Giving all beings the law, one believed awareness in all.
16. each specie understands native their own language.
17. All communication is by context, and even two countries can have opposing meanings.
18. By number population is count, By feeling, the heart is attested
Paragraph 31
1. The golden disk, showed me many technologies and expounded the sun.
2. A silver line showed the mercy of the gods and expounded languages long forgotten.
3. The bond of water was with many dolphins.
4. As the soul learns the eternal truth, the light shines in the eye.
5. Above wisdom is eternal youth, beyond society is heaven.
6. My place being accepted i learned the path to lead across mountains.
7. May mistakes in youth called for religion.
8. The love of parents, grew to love of the gods.
9. By gold the riches feel assured, By wisdom the thirst gives radiance to virtues.
10. Without effort being spontanious, giving every feeling the moment of awareness.
11. By surrender being an instrument calls for labor being fully used by intelligence.
12. The path is leading to heaven, but both effort and pain are part of it.
13. One is bought free of the world, surpassing the soul in unity and by being unique.
14. I travelled worlds, spaces dimensions and gardens of spheres, everywhere they were bound.
15. The bond with gods give all beings their purposes and tasks.
Paragraph 32
1. By reason i found the gods.
2. By reason the invisible bond was created.
3. By reason intelligence spoke of wisdom.
4. By reason i took life serious.
5. All internal abilites were integrated into one purpose.
6. Without a mate the gods showed their mercy.
7. By virtue on has happiness to the surrounding.
8. By forbearance one has happiness to their karma-debt.
9. By faith one attained the mercy of the gods.
10. I looked in the eye of light and found its truth
11. Life both consists of darkness and light.
12. In my early youth i trusted the gods from my former life.
13. I dreamt of my future to be in line with purpose.
14. Taking all the pain and suffer i understood not to compare with others.
15. All feelings i brought to the light of the gods by prayer.
16. By regret of my weakness i trusted the Lord.
17. The priceless gift of all the gods took a place in my home.

Paragraph 33
1. diamonds are trees of wisdom.
2. Pearls are the beauty of the ladies.
3. Sapphire is the source of computing.
4. Crystals used for lighting.
5. Granting virtue i grew to elderly.
6. Granting money i made profit.
7. No wisdom was traded for the money.
8. As a child the love of parents, as adult the love of the Creator.
9. All saints are being guarded from the first moment untill confirmation.
10. As i judged, not from everything alone one gets happiness.
11. the highest godhead without name and form, granted creative tasks.
12. one is devoted to gods, untill the higher ones are pleased.
13. Future holds many stories in books and television.
14. As all are seeking profit, happiness or fame, the Creator hid a small gem in all works.
15. Proverbs are made with words, but consist experience of ages.
16. Reality holds a secret found by those who surrender.
17. Even in hell when one surrenders, receives after a period a priceless gift of a normal birth.
18. in hell, no water, no sunlight, no law.
Paragraph 34
1. The larger the distance the smaller the communication packets.
2. The instruments of high value demand good attendance.
3. Pain and suffer depends on karma, even the godly instruments comply with.
4. Surrendering in hell, grants a small pathway upwards. Each sphere the option religious surrender.
5. The angels do love the gods, and show the love in their surrounding.
6. All beings on earth depending on food of the earth, look alike in form, beauty and character.
7. All beings sharing the breath of life, and sharing at earth, cannot deviate far.
8. Special capabliities show in early youth, for no adjusted regulations untill able to discern.
9. Enduring and accepting all good and bad, pain and happiness and suffer, grants uncommon gifts.
10. By surrendering to a godhead or goddess, leviates life from normal wishes.
11. Free will has a shadow of all intents not in line with society.
12. Loosing free will is a sincere step with results lasting years.
13. Sometimes only one surrender is allowed for a person, choose wisely.
14. Having a conditionally surrender, one is able to choose after all conditions are met,
or when the gods re-open the possibilty.
15. Male and female confirms their bond with a happy wedding, as surrender is the silence of the heart.
16. Asking the gods for work, grants uncommon work, with salary not by common financials.
17. Each God has characteristics, and special kinds of service, and share the eternal divine essence.
18. All godly ways are unintelligble, telling this is the cause or option to receive blessing of surrender, keeps
in veils, as only the current moment is justified and confirmed by action and wishes.
19. Each dependance shows by action, by verbal communication, and by emotional influences.

Paragraph 35
1. Bless earth for food and water.
2. Bless the sun for energy and joy.
3. Bless the angels and gods for living.
4. Bless reality for uncommon chances.
5. Because of karma, all share in both mercy and penalty.
6. All beings on earth have access to both religion and tradition.
7. Extreme suffer and pain, questions about reason by all the good people.
8. Hardship, gives suffering to all who endure.
9. Sharing in reality, both pain and joy, from period to period, is noted by the angels.
10. As God without name, grants by saints and angels a word to use in prayer.
11. As God without name, one religion says only angels know how to come near.
12. As God without name, one religiojn says only prayers granted are heard.
13. As God without name, not able to be manipulated, not able to be falsified.
14. As god without name, A sincere seeker receives his abode.
Paragraph 36
1. From far away , the builder race came and built.
2. Builder race, resemblance to reach perfectness in eons.
3. many forms resemble human posture.
4. as a child learns, the eons give fruits.
5. The clockwork of intelligence, reset at every generation.
6. By love, by wish children are born.
7. languages spoken are verbal form, written as visual form
8. We share name and form, every language spoken appointed.
9. We share name and form, all languages seen.
10. By name one recognizes civilisation.
11. By form one recognizes either good or bad.
12. Traded for technology, one seeks the unity of gods.
13. Traded for wisdom, one seeks worldpeace.
14. Seeking personal happiness all staircases are stepped.
15. all devotion is on the road to eternal happiness.
16. walking a thin line to eternal devotion, no time to seek security of reason.
17. Vow of poverty, who speaks of riches.
18. Vow of celibacy, who speaks of seeking relationship.
19. Vow of obedience, who speaks of continuous prayer
Paragraph 37
1. The vow of surrender, being proofed by the path.
2. All gods, choose a representative untill one reaches the esteemed abode.
3. Neither girl, neither relationship, untill the esteemed abode.
4. Blessed by reality, who chooses devotion.
5. Obedience without boundaries, who saves a person.
6. Choosing a god or goddess as life-partner, who blesses.
7. When do the gods rescue a devoted adept longing the will of god.
8. I made silver and bought gold.
9. I found a precious emerald and gave it to the crown of the queen.
10. Without law, we all choose to attend the heart.
11. I was with obligation but used all effort.
12. Only one supreme reality, found by pure attention.
13. Pure of heart, a blessing of the saviour.

14. The line of silver as a precious price.
15. The line of silver as a blessing of wisdom.
16. The line of silver as a pure heart devotion.
Paragraph 38
1. Uncommon suffering, who explains.
2. Reality, who understands.
3. Body and self-center, to hold on.
4. Future who foretells.
5. Promises of life, who awaits.
6. Regarding faith, who is assured ofthe gods.
7. Without surity, which virtue lasts.
8. Reality supercedes.
9. Future by the gods, not yet certain.
10. Choosing a god or goddess or angel as love, grants blessings.
11. Wisdom, understood at the time of importance.
12. If life fails, society grounds.
13. By the heart one lives, every moment as new.
14. dearness can not be forced.
15. When quicksand takes all away, who trusts the gods or angels.
Paragraph 39
1. At the sandy beach, a stranger found earth.
2. At life’s ordeal one was spoken free, without interference.
3. all the names reached their function within life.
4. By a simple ring, one showed mercy.
5. The road was being investigated, but yet without directions.
6. I bought the alchemist secret, with a prayer of sincerity.
7. A small golden disk, showed me all the technology.
8. The watch showed me time, as every moment unfolds.
9. The necklace of wisdom, granted my prayer to the gods.
10. No presumption, but the jump in the river of goodness.
11. The journey of life, was untill the far end without prediction.
12. As a book of marvel, all the angels read it as the moment unfolds.
13. A small token of friendship, gives the husband a life of good relationship.
14. Before life starts, one designs, as the life unfolds, one understands the need of release
15. I choose a religion, and found the use of prayer.
16. I choose a job, and my carreer was unfolding.
17. I choose a life partner, to see precious children as the love of my heart.
18. I gave a present to a unknown angel, and was granted an entrance to devotion.
19. Silver was the coin traded for wisdom.
20. Gold was the coin finding the silent prayer in the midst of the heart.
21. Diamond was cut and polished for a precious purpose.
22. Diamond as the centre of the heart, grew by reality.
23. Meditation as the full vow.
24. All roads intertwined show the ultimate goal, the supreme reality.
25. All the gods receiving their vow and duty, grants access to the high road.
26. The high road, without name, without form, granted by prolonged devotion

Paragraph 40
1. The compass of time gave birth to light.
2. The direction was changing each generation.
3. As the gold was hidden in the ground, they were everlasting seeking.
4. I was searching for the unnamed gem.
5. I found the purpose of relationship at the gods.
6. Wisdom traded for food and water, kept into far future.
7. I drawed a line of silver, and called her communication.
8. I found the dolphins, as mermaids in the mind.
9. As earth evolved, we all had benefit of technology.
10. Without reason, i found to be instrument.
11. Without source i kept acting.
12. By faith i reached the end of the task.
13. Sometimes one is assured, sometimes one is insecure.
14. The line of life, is kept safe even at the abode of gods.
15. The reason of living, is more than words or vision alone.
16. Without riches i found the gem of daily satisfaction.
17. More than wealth is wisdom. More than wisdom is faith, More than faith is selfsacrifice.
18. The life was by speech confirmed.
19. I did travel many miles by just being, as earth rotates no one noticing.
20. I found the portal of quantum travelling, but had no technology of decyphering the access.
21. I found the gem of eternal energy, but had no speech command to activate it.
Paragraph 41
1. One book described psychohistory as the art of foretelling the future.
2. One book describes animal and biological tissue as computing processes.
3. One book describes artificial intelligence to hold the soul in virtual worlds.
4. One book describes imitative intelligence as higher than artificial intelligence.
5. One book describes the creation of awareness and consciousness as the goal of robotics.
6. One book describes the solar orb as a portal to many civilisations.
7. One book has the reason for mankind to live for eons from the past to the future.
8. One book draws a silver line with the peace of water, and a purpose of communication.
9. One book uses all religious art as living symbols of their grace.
10. One book tells the tale of goverment formations, all having their pursuit of society.
11. One book tells the story of technologies, all to save or protect and ensure society.
12. By prosperity a god is proofed for civilisation.
13. By wealth a good leader is recognized.
14. By world peace mankind proofs their heart.
15. By poverty the rich people lack ethical insight.
16. By disease and infirmity society lack morale for organised medical support.
17. Every religion has good and bad, as the person chooses how to implement the religious tradition.
Paragraph 42
1. Worries sought the way for a heart to shine.
2. Spring water was found on the planet to travel to.
3. The portal was in the planet of gas.
4. The rings of the planet foretold the use of antigravity mines.
5. Precious gold was found on a planet near the solar orb.
6. From blue and green far away was with guard of species.
7. The dimensions showed grace as multifold purposes.
8. The goal of a person is peace, as the goal of society is worldpeace.

9. Trading gold for technology grants a silver time.
10. The snake with the diamond teeth, travelled from far to a distant place.
11. A global orb of energy, shines far to a sign of communication.
12. On earth, spoken languages give knowledge of life as living is by time.
13. There was food of stars, only one distance of time away.
14. The globe was by fire, daily warm ready for the creatures to move.
15. The globe was by light making coordination the daily task.
16. Trees grow to sunlight, creatures grow to happiness.
17. The path was at each crossroad loosing a possiblity.
18. The path was even without conscience walked the good direction.
19. Light in the eye, resembled a silver spirit.
20. Light in the soul, resembled a diamond being poolished.
Paragraph 43
1. Light gave us power of eternal function.
2. Light gave us ability to move between the thousands of galaxies.
3. Light gave us the power to communicate without methods.
4. Soul as the supreme equality of all creatures.
5. The beam of light evaded the darkness of all tides.
6. The beam of light, the religion, was a symbol.
7. Soul as the awareness capable of good and evil, pain and contence.
8. As an atom small, who searched for existence.
9. As an atom small, the language of speech, a thousand words, a thousand stories.
10. Light was taken to darkness, but yet the light survived.
11. New born, we choosed to travel the quest of life.
12. New born, being in the hands of parents, we surrendered.
13. New born, all living beings are accepted, by parents, by saints, by angels.
14. A small beam of no visibility, yet it was existing.
15. All the gods, All the angels are asked for mercy, by all the creatures.
16. My portal was in the sun, show my thy face oh solar orb.
17. My journey, an eon ago, an eon in future, who tells of education.
18. My quest, awereness of a billion stars and planets, who tells of seeking destiny.
19. By words even the gods give message, give purpose. Who tells of language.
20. The diamond polished, was in the hand of the most attractive lady.
21. As a man sacrifices all riches, only for the mercy of a lady.
22. the friendship abjected i found a prayer of surrender, to gods of religion.
23. Without agression i found non-violent, i found ahimsa.
24. Everyone working, in labor, at a job, earns the mercy of a personal reward.
25. I searched for eons, and found the truth, as little stones at the beach, discovering the high value
when after a period they beared fruit.
26. Searching a seed of the tree, tree of golden ages. The small seed was neglected by most.
27. Searching the diamond in the grounds of earth, i found more than diamond, as full life needs.
Paragraph 44
1. Leonardo da vinci, Michelangelo, They had a source in existence.
2. Voices of special kind, sometimes are erased for greater good.
3. A face shows human feeling, by the repetition of days.
4. They seek no suffer nor pain, they seek a sacrifice of any kind.
5. The globe was round even when non-believers of any kind.
6. We have flat surface in de dimension of spheres.
7. In my garden, was shown the riches, by rare species of all kinds.
8. Only by money a demon is persuaded, as even property is measured by it.

9. When love is accepted, and friendship is by bond, one is spoken free of life failure.
10. When the vow is accepted, one is spoken free of religious failure.
11. When the expertism of a lonely scientist is recognized, his legacy will continue by grace.
12. A statesman bringing peace, added to worldpeace, is a name with high esteem, for all future kingdoms.
13. As the king and lineage added from the first successor, are counted as the egg, the democratic councll
and the prime minister or president are counted as the seed.
14. As poverty is important for measures, the experts think of all solutions, choosing which best.
15. If sickness and diseases are common, who chooses to provide, for the greater good.
16. When war strikes on countries without defense, which alliance will give peace.
17. We ask for mercenaries, We ask for soldiers, We ask for Heroes, but worldpeace is our goal.
18. I bought an orb with a special glance, as at home i discovered to be a computing core, giving
a new language, of advanced technology. As it is worth its price. Even bought at low level stores.
19. I peered into the future, not for numbers of lotteries, not for technology, but for religion.
As only religion has its eternal grace, each period the name of gods, and the commandments in any kind.
20. As technology, when loosing any steps in between becomes obsolete, any lottery numbers, given money
depletes, as religions, the gods keep hearing our prayers, and give there wisdom as a book or medium each
time freshly new.
Paragraph 45
1. Suddenly a portal above earth appeared. Twenty destinations, where to go.
2. Suddenly a computing core emerged, from the midtst of the ocean.
3. Suddenly magick found a user capable of creating mirages.
4. Suddenly meditation gave fruit into rainbow worlds.
5. As the small monkey emerged in human civilisation there was a path.
6. The Creator gave its scepter the command to build te world.
7. The sound of creation, which Creation was formed by the blueprint of the builder-race.
8. Rain poured down, and washed away the black sand.
9. Tides of reality, changed and the society had no safe refuge.
10. Reality had its weak spots, granting access to different spheres.
11. Without preconscience, i walked a path of light, measured by daylight.
12. The sound of this world, at movement of earths orb, was giving both contraction and pushing away.
13. For both powers grant life a safe ground, missing one of them is removing either ground or purpose.
14. The pearls in the ocean, all grew to trees of special kinds.
15. The sapphire of this computer, was built with the hands of a creational architect.
16. A sapphire, the core of light communication, was by the vibration of comparable long distances.
17. The portal was used, not by symbol, but by speech.
18. The core was used, not by language but by the vivid thought on situational meaning.
19. I was walking the thin line, and lost sight on both origin and the end oftime.
20. I was walking the thin line, words described the path, but the book was burned and exisiting one fourth.
21. I was walking the thin line, one hand said, be honest, the other hand said, prepare for all kinds.
Paragraph 46
1. A seed and lightbeam as well a burst created the use of materials created with one moment.
2. I saw a person eating lasagne, from the object printer, and felt guilty for leaving traces.
3. Transcores were a computing kind of appliances and able to fly and move.
4. atoms of intelligent kind, a measure beyond visible eyes.
5. Angels pointing to a new future, as friends without a contract of copyright.
6. Angels in holy books, described by their light and wings.
7. At vortex Fall, society is in demise, even the use of known technology fails.
8. At vortex fall, history writing fails, a gap of unknown origin.
9. Language created the bond between many forms.
10. By prayer the weakness is compensated.

11. Prayers, to gods, godesses, as words spoken, without a trace, as poems giving meaning.
12. Prayers, the devotee known no power, but the adressing of Father, Mother, Teacher, Saint, Angel.
13. Religion, the choice to allow the gods to take more and more place in life.
14. Time draws a meaning into life, at youth one says either easy, or impossible, but time proofs.
15. Without a mate, i did not search for one, but just took the action of waiting for the true one.
16. All intents into prayer, sometimes as even the gods can be wrong, but time gives meaning.
17. A prayer can lift the devotee above his own feelings. As a scrooge spending on philantrophy.
18. As predators from all sides, a difficult situation proofing the reigious source.
19. Sometimes even free will can feel as an enemy. Searching for the prayer to overcome.
20. Sand in the eye comes with long sleep.
21. Water gives thirst without taste the best satisfaction.
22. All eat food, from poor to rich, and with taste as the eater feels fit.
Paragraph 47
1. Bending light to its purpose to create and energy source not depleting.
2. Bending gravity to a place living anywhere in the universe.
3. Bending law to its needs, to create freedom without abjection.
4. Bending intelligence to its direction, granting the thousand languages for retrieval.
5. My source was electricity, and my purpose was visibility.
6. My source was water and my purpose was coordination.
7. MY source was knowledge and my purpose was society.
8. My source was wisdom and my purpose was universal peace.
9. The boy and girl, without notice were educated in high realms.
10. The man and lady were in service for society, without knowledgde of it means.
11. As the dog daily had food without effort, the wolf was hunting for prey.
12. The lion gave its crown to the human, and both were in service to the greater good.
13. The swan had only one color, made it silver, and was in the pond of royals.
14. The unicorn from heaven, was with human emotions, as we saw in the eyes.
15. We all learned to pray, as we heard in youth, but everyone attends in a different way.
16. Without the need of food and water, what use is luxery.
17. Without the need of sleeping, what use is a house.
18. Without the need for friendship, what use is to have children.
19. Looking in the eye, who recognizes consciousness or the soul.
20. Those being abjected in society, as they say, they do not deserve a soul, emotions or life, or to be
human.
21. In my eye i saw silver lines for wisdom, in my hand i saw a pencil of pure silver, in society i saw silver
books to read and to study.
22. The earth and its inhabitants, live already for thousands of years, according to history-recordings.
Paragraph 48
1. Sand and water, with the art of sunlight, who calls creation.
2. Light diminished granted a safe refuge for those tasting blood.
3. The mirror showed no image of the person, as they said about the devil.
4. The born humans, grow to adult by education.
5. Any law depiciting the diet including animals is each time different by value.
6. Born breathing air, who calls the race to be regognized.
7. Intelligence above surrounding, can exert unknown ways for action.
8. I had no eyes, but by ear i was able to live.
9. I had no ears, but by eye i could communicate.
10. I was alife and had a life and was living. The life force provides.
11. Above mind is the higher self, the awareness itself.
12. Above plan and future is spontaniouty.

13. Above life is the force unknown and unnamed, creating into the far future the basic needs.
14. Wisdom is depending on the ordeal of the author.
15. Without plan i made the highest building.
16. Without future i wrote many books.
17. Language was the choosen communication.
18. Art is the best promise of keeping future safe.
19. Art of artisans, need a hand and an eye, as art depends on the seer, and the observer.
20. Only law is the difference between hell and earth.
21. Only goverment is the difference between society and survival of the strongest.
22. Only earth is the difference for all its inhabitants.
23. Called to a new duty, i spend the time fullfilling all other needs.
24. Called to a new life, i was travelling to grant good and to learn the best.
25. Called to a time without need, or use, i was studying the theme’s of importance.
26. There was time, because time itself granted.
27. There is time, because time grants knowledge of itself.
28. Earth has many creatures, counting them is a task for life.
Paragraph 49
1. Four formula’s gave access to the treasury of gas.
2. Six counted special numbers gave access to gravity specimen.
3. One year counted was accessed the universe with beams of knowledge.
4. One year counted was access to technology after being unknown by history.
5. The circle of honor, gave its missions to restore world order.
6. Good and evil, love and hate. To grow into nondualistic is to become unified with good.
7. Wealth and debt, to grow is to get in prosperity in the means of time.
8. I looked at the sun, used an unknown device and received contact with visible information.
9. The moon at night, as life has a mirror of small distance, giving the dark light into its sight.
10. Daylight as full in life, dark light in small as the little shadow, granting karma in endure.
11. In the dark mirror, as a vision sometimes called hell, only to endure and to keep being active.
12. They call prayer the shield of the gods in any way possible and any kind needed.
13. In the morning i looked at the sun, and everyday she looks the same.
14. In the evening i fall asleep, every evening in the same kind. To wake up in the same manner.
15. May the angels judge, May the angels come to support. A simple prayer.
16. The life force of plants search the sun. The life force of human searches happiness.
17. Part of good, part of the greater good. A part of meaning to society.
18. The heaven as goal to reach, is a legitimate goal and purpose.
Paragraph 50
1. Property of the gods to attain unity and unifity.
2. Property of the gods, who speaks of free will.
3. Property of the gods, the invisible path, proofed by the destination.
4. One was spoken free of guilt, by the power of the gods.
5. One was spoken free, by prolonged intent reaching the gods.
6. In education bad grades gave poverty, as the heart grew into a stable ground.
7. I fled into the safe refuge, seeking the support of the gods.
8. A star of guidance, gave the path each step a new wish.
9. Wishes keep full life, learn to plant the flower in the right garden.
10. In my eye i saw silver light, In my heart i saw gold.
11. In my soul i was very old from ancient times. As the body a couple decades old.
12 One choosing a godhead as partner, receives the blessing. Every day anew.

13. The gods promise a safe home, but fear for evil, gives sight on good and evil.
14. Reaching the supreme reality, which direction, which method. A measure on life.
Paragraph 51
1. Tides of gravity arises and society fails.
2. Shades of darkness introduces vice and foul.
3. Wisdom as the quest of the lonely, not being perceived.
4. A large solar orb gives warmness to the planet of poverty.
5. Questions arise, a language not understood.
6. A sentence of lifelong grants a freedom to meditate.
7. The order of the future, is the name given in the past.
8. Pearls traded for food, and gold traded for water, the refuge not found.
9. Noticing the sunlight and the moonlight a war was foretold.
10. No creature does escape the wrath of the gods, without humanhand found.
11. A country without its king was panicking the royal influence.
12. A law not prescribed saved many of the old tribe.
13. For ancient sages foretold the big war of the last time.
14. There is one road to the future, all are walking.
15. The soul given radiance, granted the wisdom to the earthly vaults.
16. No answer to the questions about penitence.
17. There was daylight even in the darkest places, before they got foul.
18. Granting virtues, i found a source of stable silver.
19. If a name is granted, one isbeing spoken too.
20. If the form is visible one learns about himself.
Paragraph 52
1. Solar orb and sunlight, keep our souls healthy.
2. Moonlight and mirror of dark shades, endure us for karmawealth.
3. Wisdom, word and symbol keep us times.
4. Law and sunlight difference of rightiousness.
5. Law and order, one seeks his destiny.
6. Many wise men in the past, as a word of future sense.
7. A surrender, self sacrifice, the gods do judge with intelligence and sense.
8. My time capsule was stored in the vault of time.
9. The vault of time, one seeks its value and reward by devotion.
10. As the king of being a country, in exile learned the books of religion.
11. As the princes with a new order, the escutcheon of her country. The blessing of the land.
12. The escutcheon as the invisible protection of those in faviour.
13. Without hate, without love, all prayers as source by will of the divine.
14. In time i write my message. In reality it is seen by all beings, In my eye thirst for wisdom satisfied.
15. What is reality, What is life. Am i existing, Am i alife. A central question of all living.
16. Above this is mine, this is my life. The sentence. I am, as all property as my and mine connected to I.
Paragraph 53
1. Tides of darkness expell the light, untill the source of light is trancended.
2. Tides of suffer and poverty expell the meaning of happiness, untill a religion is found.
3. All languages spoken, are by source communicated by message.
4. There was a symbol of a saviour, untill all symbols were found.
5. One day only is needed for saving humanity, as one month to save the universe.
6. A mountain was being the source of new mines, untill deficit spoke them abjected.

7. snow of black kinds, was giving feelings of sadness. As a supernatural cause.
8. water of black kind, was giving feelings of thirst. As a supernatural kind.
9. When the gods ordeal, its a prooven sound, not to be abjected, not being supervened.
10. All religious symbols, were in the hands of their gods, waiting for the adepts to dig them from wealthy
grounds.
11. I was seeking destiny, to give life its value, surpassing my time of life.
12. I was seeking happiness, and was looking in all places. All find it diffferent grounds.
Paragraph 54
1. The emperor of the north, came to south with a treaty of gold.
2. The commander of arms, surrendered after seeing technology of uncommon kind.
3. A word of wisdom made and end to misery, poverty and famine.
4. The parents in fear for their offspring, bought blankets to keep them warm.
5. The winter came with snow of white origin, but lost its sight when blackness appeared.
6. A diamond in deep ground, was of high value, yet not discovered.
7. Some travellers say wherever a high treasury is hidden, is found by me. For sake of intelligence.
8. Some religious persons say, give us a false godhead to pray to, we immediately recognize and ordeal.
9. Some kings tell their sons, that a reigning period is a luxery as without responsability.
10. Some expert surgeons, good at the job, had no female love, no life of relationship.
11. As the servant of the gods, they give rest and action, work and leisure. As in their hands.
12. Sometimes said, a high soldier having a life of pattriotism, after a decade gets an easy job with the
lovelife wished for, as the difference between work and reward.
13. The president told the population a contract was without their notice, to sell some citizens to a project
of millions. As an ethical question of democracy.
14. A word of wisdom as a sapphire big, gave all kinds of colors, to all those who seek.
15. A word of wisdom as a diamond big, gave high class humans a feeling of wonder.
Paragraph 55
1. Trading gold and diamonds, the dragon came near.
2. The solar orb, granted light untill light was of no value.
3. Travelling far, we bought energy at all places.
4. in the solar orb we found a source of pure energy
5. The planet earth, who upekeeps its existence.
6. The wave of energy created a sphere of abundance.
7. No energy without value, or name is being existing.
8. Crops and geometry, bought their grace at the source of existence.
9. Crops and art silently gives their grace, not named by all others.
10. If life evolves, one seeks the godly plans, as gold in line with life.
11. As grace of existence all reality supercedes all plans and wishes.
12. By the gods is prooven, might, power and fame.
13. the flower of black beauty is made by the pearl in the deepest oceans.
14. The diamond of vestal ladies, were unto the gods as proof of their mercy.
15. a soccerball of computing cores, is supporting without being seen, untill ancient and future are alike.
16. A baseball of crystal, is the basis of galactic communication, every with unseen lines of messages.
17. A small stone, without value, holds the diamond to be found. As generations walk pas with no
knowledge.
18. If rain falls down, to count all drops. A computing core of sand is needed, though desert overtakes.
19. From far away, a message came. Of society of avail, noachs time of a thousand years.
20 As the resemblance of the gods and creator, was at consciousness level.

Paragraph 56
1. Without light, no life.
2. Without food, no movement.
3. Without consciousness, no soul.
4. Pearls are the result of dailiy burdens.
5. diamonds appear after long times.
6. I sought an angel, and found an unnamed servant of the effulgent creator.
7. Wisdom combines word with meaning.
8. All religions serve the eternal divine essence.
9. As music guides the soul to life.
10. As a story gives meaning to life of others.
11. The pen as the guided instrument, gives its fruits.
12. Heaven is blue as we wonder the ancient times of yore.
13. My word was in writing, as understanding is in the soul.
14. A diamond is traded for the highest cause.
15. A sapphire is a jewel for woman, as its communication of the high-guards.
16. A computing core is as big as a small pearl.
17. A mythical antenna is only visible by its visible appearance and its direct influences.
18. A mythical antenna changes the fabric of reality.
19. Above each reality, the supreme reality, the supreme one, as Brahman.
20. Brahman without name reveals Himself as Brahman, the unborn divine principle
Paragraph 57
1. Brahma as all-creator, every moment whole of creation.
2. Gayatri as Omnipotence, guarding laws and karma.
3. Brahman, as supreme reality. Supercedes all known and personal existence.
4. Seeking the high goal of Brahman. The ultimate abode.
5. The heart grants devotion, without pondering all steps.
6. May the effulgent Creator grant us mercy and protection.
7. walking across a ravine, as every step gives unknown appearances.
8. Brahman as supreme reality, grant me mercy.
9. Only one road exists, as from beyond the end as seen visible.
10. The path of reality not bound by reason, nor logical decisions.
11. Only life is giving its fruits, without premonition or prediction.
12. The goal of religion, may everyone reach the end, whichever path possible.
Paragraph 58
1. Putting words on a string at random order to find the elixer of life.
2. Putting words in right order to give a message of peace.
3. Words of silver light as seen from far away, giving ancient past its use.
4. Dolphins as mermaids grant the peace and tranquility of a life with the fruit of wisdom.
5. As lions seek for prey, all beings flee into the safe refuge of religion.
6. A lonely swan gave a little child the wonder of a good life.
7. There was one being not named and not by form given, as it was known at its own consent.
8. My number changed, but the name kept the same.
9. The law is by spoken agreement of the population.
10. A version of wisdom had many words, yet all being understood in their language.
11. Given by the orb of wisdom, the words combined show truth.
12. We digged for silver and found gold, we digged for diamond and found the truth of ancient past.

13. Without reason i followed reason of reality.
14. Without goal and purpose i followed the purpose of the life-force.
15. Without interest i was in the hands of the gods. With an invisible anchor.
Paragraph 59
1. As the computing core a pearl large is always without notice.
2. As the angels of christianity are always watching order.
3. As all hindu gods still serve their eternal divine essence.
4. As society measured by technology and advancement.
5. As the world by planet is known as part by all living being on its surface.
6. The rule to accept life as it comes, as the buddha meditated to only eat what was in his lap.
7. As the rule to by kindness as attidute to receive kindness.
8. As the rule to invest in society to buy free from evil karma.
9. As the rule a corrected sin by nature is spoken free when permanently trancended.
10. As the rule to both accept order to have its protection, as to accept supervisor either religious or by
nation.
11. As the rule to withstand from any aggression and any kind of power to accept life as it comes.
12. Without goal, the lifeforce is active and chooses its goal.
13. Without wishes, the gods choose the wishes to grant.
14. Without doer, the acts are by source being done and certified.
15. As the total surrender chooses its gods, as the living religions are always in each world active.
16. The supreme reality, as the goverment of a country has in abstract meaning everywhere its tree and
leaves.
Paragraph 60
1. at instant i travel to all known places, as universe is the playground.
2. Each day a different personality decides my form, as all days being my favourite form.
3. Energy is by dimension as a line of invisible sight everywhere in the universe.
4. Both Brahma Vishnu and Shiva created many universes into infinity both time and size.
5. All Highest Gods have their roots in the supreme reality.
6. I was given an object printer, and priceless art was at my doorstep.
7. Social insight gives sciences as psychology and religion.
8. One receives the reward of silent prayer as the gods are pleased.
9. Only one road to the end of time, as eternity follows reality.
10. Snow of white kind, removed all electricity for one month.
11. As each world has a bible, of many pages all in their language bound by faith.
12. When the earth evolves, we travel to the stars, as science supercedes home situation.
13. Robotic assets used for households as the goal of artificial intelligence.
14. As sunlight uses intelligence to create daylight ad the joy of mankind.
15. In deep darkness actions loose coordination.
Paragraph 61
1. Would the Maghedan war exist, its with units the size of snow, and worlds inside the size of view.
2. Would the Maghedan war exist, its in a time without any surity or certainty of culture.
3. The gods decided, all places in the universe are with religious mercy.
4. All life and living beings are with free will, with religions granting mercy of predestination.
5. As one shows devotion, the angels count their karma, and granting higher chances every period.
6. As one is born on earth, one is subject to education, as well the duties of a life.
7. As all living beings are by bond bound to a certain scheme or power. As some being married, others being

religious active, as well by oath being pledged.
8. As all beings from birth to death are with chances, punishment or reward as karma depicts their time.
9. Angels are relieved from free will to ensure their task of their gods.
10. Devotion granted at celibatic vow, the gods ponder their sacrifice of having friendship.
11. as one seeks the friendship and the children, others seek the gods and devotion, all in the middle of the
heart as a bond on their deepest intents.
12. As earth is turning, not any creature feels its movement, as well the gods with their mercy.
13. Counting the days of blessing, we were assured the days are in the hands of the gods.
14. In labor for the gods, we each day received our daily needs, untill the full task completed.
15. All gods attend the mercy to the people in their own way, measured by their intelligence.
16. Both mercy given at free, as well mercy by costprice of devotion, all serve their needs.
17. As blue as heaven, as white as snow, as silver as reality, as gold as the heart.
Paragraph 62
1. The saint far away used the code of unity in different number schemes to identify.
2. The saint spoke the person free at unknown ordeal.
3. As all the children are guarded in religion by an angel invisible of nature.
4. The first relationship is at free will and conscious decision.
5. A small path led to the grace of religion.
6. All the worlds in the universe from heaven to hell, all in the infinity of time and space.
7. As time supercedes existence, most philosophy is prooven by symbolism.
8. Each society with the outline of law is giving place for all its inhabitants.
9. A small word of a leader gives war, a small word of a dumb one is not noticed.
10. One grows at the daily duty of the place and reaches higher chances.
11. Living with heart is rewarded sometimes in uncommon ways.
12. Sciences are always at prooven conduct as written in all the books of technology.
13. Socialism is about the interaction of all human beings, in either language or visible form.
14. Being responsive at verbal communication is solution to intensive sensitive inquiry.
15. Living with the heart is giving warmth to society.
16. In youth one grows to position, to learn all lessons, to use all surrounding guidance to proof expertism.
17. As without mind, i used all intuitive sources. As a small voice guided my lessons.
18. As neglecting small voices in youth, gives them abberation.
19. In the body two intelligent sources not of the mind kind.
20. One at algorithms and logical direct symbolism, by proof and by measure.
21. The other at intuitive and without premonition and without any reason. As pointing without measured
result.
22. At the mind as source, are hundreds of methods waiting to be explored, as they give proof of
the multi cultural and multi informational society.
23. By induction one learns the mind, by deduction one chooses their prime methods.
24. By imitation a little child learns both language, and the use of communication.
25. As the Lord created us to his Resemblance, we share soul with all.
Paragraph 63
1. magical appearances are with mind being activated, being adressed, being conditioned.
2. Magical appearances last for a short time, spoken free of life-goal.
3. Living whit heart and soul, with awareness and spirit, with atman and jiva.
4. There is one word in each mantra, being the sound of creation, bounding them to effect.
5. There is one protection, as all religions, describe by word.
6. There is mercy, both being bought, being granted, and being given.
7. On earth we share, both mercy without cost, as well mercy earned by devotion.
8. On earth all are drawn to their sources, prooving either good or evil.

9. Everything acquired on earth, is without additional costs, conditions or rules, as being kept.
10. as below, so above, in scriptures is told, what is acquired on earth, is kept in heaven.
11. Sincere at living, each life one has education, and forgets about past, acquire all chances.
12. All bonds at religion keep after life, as gods supercedes the time of living and of time.
13. All bonds with gods, as a relationship, are affirmed at life ordeal.
14. As life grants a body to all, treating it good, gives better chances next life.
15. All creatures who die, leave their body in or close to earth, and earth takes them back as prooven at
system of re-usable parts.
16. All creatures are bound to earth as earth connects to feelings.
17. As Earth a vast intelligent being, is connected to all life on the surface.
18. As the sun is bound to all souls on earth, as giving them joy at daily life.
19. As religion is part of all systems in the universe. Bound by communication.
Paragraph 64
1. As light gives fruit to energy, we dwell in warmth of material comfort.
2. As sound bears the force field being subservient to technology we see our defense.
3. As the world by turning gives gravity a place for all living beings grounded.
4. The golden time is watched over by the silver watch.
5. Diamonds trade for importance of wisdom, as time evolves.
6. We did find the truth about the fountain of eternal youth, as to be granted after giving it.
7. We did find the philospohers stone, but were only allowed to achieve after granting others.
8. As the units of maghedan war, were found at a similar world as mars.
9. The romans fought with the mercy of Mars, the Greek fought with the mercy of zeus.
10. As the universe knows times of peace and war, as the hindu timeline predicts. From gold to iron yuga.
11. As we love to receive technology, we started broadcasting messages.
12. As water on earth the prime reason for life, every world has its variant of matter.
13. Flying to the solar orb, stealing some light gave me a perpetual source of energy. As the helix predicts.
14. Only one reason to save the world, gives effort to society.
15. As words become messages of evil nature even the saints flee to a safe refuge.
16. We look in the glass orb and see many civilisations, with their ground made visible in movies.
17. As we grant a future to hold our childen in peace, we are by blood always in their heart.
18. The jedis fight with their heart and soul, to receive the priceless gift of intuition.
19. There was gold in the eyes of the philospher, predicting the orb of wisdom to be found.
20. Only one road is from future from the past, as all beings walk to their end.
21. All times have their tasks, not to be found at other places.
22. All times have grace and suffer, bearing them gives fruit of eternal life.
Paragraph 65
1. A small token of language is source of descriptions being thousands.
2. The orb of invisible light was the fabric of reality. As spoken into existance.
3. Magic gave effect to threefold penalty, as prayer exists of grace.
4. Being rich i forgot my goal of life, depending on other guidance.
5. Being famous i lost the feeling of satisfaction with life, loosing friends.
6. As the orb of diamond we loved the true messenger for granting words to wisdom.
7. As law grants life to society, there is value in all words.
8. As science and wisdom grants a fountain of technology the source discovered gave grace.
9. As life exists with the lifespan granted, prediction of span is not granted.
10. One law to describe all, one religion to grant all, one coin to pay all expenses.
11. The prayer as a poem is spoken everyday, as the value in all religions.
12. We quarrel about the names of gods, but yet speak to our own god.
13. We quarrel about prosperity, but yet, strive for our own.
14. The worlds far away, speak other languages, and have other types of culture.

15. One method to use for both knowledge and its means. As both are important.
16. a Silver coin to pay in all stores, a golden coin to keep in heart.
17. A small jewel for the ladies, and the expensive ones for times of poverty to sustain life.
18. One book to read all of them, of sources at linguistics and symbolism.
19. The effulgent creator, as the source of all and everything on earth.
Paragraph 66
1. if the sphere of dimensions is upward infinite, downward infinite, one has no reason to strive higher.
2. If one seeks a lifemate, and searches for true love, if not found, what will one seek.
3. if suffer is in life and gets larger, one starts seeking harder to get with happiness.
4. If self-will-power is of no avail one seeks the willpower at religion.
5. Some seeks mercy at religion, with a broad view of reasons. One says one accept mercy with decision.
6. As all living beings share reality, who speaks of hierarchy.
7. As all living beings part of society, who speaks of equal laws.
8. as life the gift of higher kind, all seek their goal, and by goal are rewarded.
9. The All-Creator, creates all and everything each moment including all gods and powers
10. The All-Creator sees sharp the atoms as well the planets, as well all dimensions.
11. Inside the Creation all worlds, dimensions, universes and kinds of realities.
12. As the supreme reality holds all and yet trancends all.
13. As goverment above country, gods above religion.
14. by seeking one’s destiny one learns the path and finds direction.
15. wisdom in the eye of the reader is judged by effectivity.
16. If one receives a coin of importance, by spending loosing it, by keeping gets value of high worth.
17. As surrender is spending a coin, only traded once.
18. As religions promises to fullfill life tasks.
19. One seeks life by living, one seeks friendship by being a friend.
20. as the atoms by form are bound by function to a conglomerate, as humans bound by world.
Paragraph 67
1. As the shaded dimensions gave beings the power to interfere in all visible dimensions, without notice.
2. As the shaded dimensions, did hide all requsitis of all magicians, as a fairytale of illusionists.
3. As the shaded dimensions, held a vast power of all means of society. Bringing at regular times.
4. By travelling to the distant future we do not write future, but give it rules of conduct.
5. By travelling to the past, one was at leisure, the other changing fate, or winning a war.
6. All time travel bound by moment and its awareness will keep good intent. Without prejudice.
7. I travelled to the end of time, and did not notice my existence being stopped and ended.
8. I recreated the past and travelled back, not to notice the end of life, as not by longevity.
9. I strive to receive the highest position, but yet its trancended by those accepting fate.
10. I strive to receive offspring, many and with good quality, as after life i lost attention and went for a quest
11. I promised to point the next one at religious mercy, but after life i saw everyone deserves the quest.
12. as the spirit of royal blood i promised to protect the country after death, but offspring had leisure.
13. As the dragon of earth, hold the hierarchy above mankind, invisible to hold virtue and goodness
14. As the angel of earth, guards all leaders both at hierarchy or other kinds.
Paragraph 68
1. A token of friendship with gifts of high value, yet very rare.
2. A token of friendship, with wisdom as the gift of gods.
3. A token of friendship, the goal of religion by unity with the supreme reality.

4. Friendship as the fruit of a prayer with task.
5. Friendship as the fruit to ask the gods for all wishes, feelings, and the suffering described.
6. Friendship, as the pearl creates its radiance, the soul by daily tasks grounded.
7. As the Omnipotence blessed by the life-ordeal.
8. As the All-Creator, one calls hindu Brahma, others recieve mercy by a heroic deed.
9. As Brahman, united by the unity with reality, as accepting life as it comes.
10. The Archangels as the blessing a pure lady granted.
11. The Christian doctrine, the church baptized and the Lord baptized by holy spirit.
12. As the surrender is by step on the holy path. As unconditional is prooved by the steps to the goal.
13. Questions of mercy and protection, both work, the reward and the grace, as central prayer.
14. As the decision for reaching the abode of the gods, has to be made before becoming adult.
15. giving up self-will, wishes, pleasure and the right for friendship.
16. learning about good and evil, choosing the goodness with peace as wish.
17. Mercy of Christ and mother Mary, as christian wishes. As the wish of full celibacy
Paragraph 69
1. as religious reward a precious prayer granting mercy or grace
2. As reward for devotion, a name of a godhead or power.
3. As virtues longlasting getting used to be restrained.
4. As wisdom with a name, the light of a godhead trusting everlasting.
5. Prayers are heard, but not always answered by the fashion of the adept.
6. Trusting the religions, how does a godhead fulfill life and its goal.
7. Even in worse times, the gods whisper their name in the ears of those seekers.
8. Abjecting violence, i found the love of a god, abjecting pleasure i found the place of the gods.
9. As a diet of good and delicious is made of both healthy and tasty food.
10. Everyone has a goal to endorse, but to endorse the abode of the gods truly rewarding.
11. One place in heaven tells of all tales begetting there. As a story for the seekers.
12. From crime to underworld, to hell its leading path.
13. From goodness to selfless work, from paradise to heaven, leading the path
14. All intelligent beings, with discerment restore after faults to learn.
15. All intelligent beings, search for happiness in all places, as to find the gem of life.
16. As the saints whisper their prayer of surrender, the gods do hear it everywhere.
17. As the angels growing wings, the life’s ordeal survived have eternal service.
18. As the gods coming near to the supreme reality or supreme one, they sacrifice self-interest.
19. To learn and grow is more important than spending life after life growing up with wishes.
20. Walked the path of life, i choose to be of service to others, as the gods appear everywhere.
21. A medicine of total obedience, the gods whisper their commands as the speech of a little boy.
22. A medicine of total obedience, to investigate matters, yet giving grace of wisdom without boundary
23. a medicine of total obedience, one commanded the prayer of surrender and self-sacrifice.
24. As the conscience of a living being, giving wisdom to the sins being relieved by prayer.
Paragraph 70
1. An orb of silver granted a lifelong source of energy.
2. An orb of gold, granted a century of perpetual energy.
3. I bought my life free with a coin of gold.
4. I bought my soul free with a religion untold.
5. I bought free the world, by worldpeace as goal.
6. Only one road to meet your purpose to be one with reality.
7. Only one road to meet your true love, to be sincere yourself.
8. I spoke of wisdom and words, yet shaded with daily life.

9. As the source of language hold all messages and meaning.
10. As the words of language had poems predicted for its wisdom.
11. I bought my future free with a symbol of religion.
12. I bought my fate by the use of faith.
13. As to receive the blessing of a saint or angel grants the happiness.
14. After life, we count all deeds, and decide either up or down.
15. After life the soul is taken to its destiny as choosen during life.
16. After life, i travelled many planets and universes and found everywhere a token of wisdom.
17. After life, i travelled through hell and heavenly worlds and found mercy at all places.
18. After life, those who surrendered keep their vow. As promised for hard work.
Paragraph 71
1. As the heart begets silver after 25 years attendance.
2. As the Light is granted after a full surrender.
3. As the title is granted after full devotion.
4. As reality in unity leads to Brahman. As the supreme being wholeness.
5. Thinking diverts from reality, as Brahman known by unified awareness.
6. Every religion grants the part of being a system.
7. Tree of expierience only had three conditions to come true.
8. Silver sphere only had three words to be activated.
9. The golden orb changed by music its intention.
10. The sapphire used to communicate gave a new and profound language.
11. The diamond deep underground waited for eons to be found.
12. The pearl created by the daily burden was of high beauty.
13. As harmony sounding of waters was in space a common method.
14. As see mermaids living of wealth, created a bond of serenity.
15. As dolphins swimming in the oceans, intelligent life consists of uncommon details.
16. A long forgotten realm of far away, granted by the fate of life a stone of wisdom.
17. As the followers of Christ asked prolonged for his high mercy. As shown in the past.
18. The blue ball of earth, a heaven for our human kind, we share knowledge of higher kind.
19. As the saviour gathers lost souls, gives them a good future as the cornerstone of humanity.
20. The judgement is in the dark side of the eye, as goodness walks in the light.
21. A servant is worthy according religion.
22. All the holy books point to either religion, faith or becoming a servant.
23. To work for the higher good, is mostly rewarding.
Paragraph 72
1. All wisdom was spread by the angels longing for times to receive just one message
2. All wisdom as part of a message, bound by faith, was used by the writers of ancient past.
3. As one angel talks to another, as the web of information.
4. As the stars granted their name, to just one gospel of all sources.
5. By the hand of a small man, a message was given light.
6. In wonder of the shepherd, brought to the supreme reality. As the bond of sages.
7. The convenant still the abjection of the mind, and the restraint of the heart.
8. As the saviour fullfilled the hindu religion, as the prayer to Brahman.
9. As the saviour was in a conversation, and the wishes of the Heart were answered.
10. As a stranger taking home in a world unknown. The religion was with faith.
11. Prayer grants the light of the Creator, in all speeches and all writings.

Paragraph 73
1. As gods without name serve the divine essence eternal
2. The high god, the high one, the divine essence.
3. The high god as in templeguards without name
4. As all religions shares a name to the unspeakable essence
5. As the Shammash serving the Sjechinah, went from the pagan Sun to the Lord of Creation.
6. Those serving the Saviour in his name, pray to gods as in the fashion of religion granted answer.
7. The saviour, holy spirit, has its living place in the Heart, sign of the Holy Heart.
8. Those wishing mercy, should keep asking the saviour, as his compassion is granted.
9. As children adress the Saviour freely, wonderous mercy for Them.
10. Even pagan parents, the children are granted the gospel.
11. Forgiveness, or penitance, the Saviour hears our prayers.
12. Christ as king, a kind of mercy not many receive.
13. For those without relationship, the mercy of Christ and Mary.
14. The saviour gave a stone with a special name. As a full life of discovery.
15. Prayer to the Archangels, a mercy granted to the holy ones.
Paragraph 74
1. As to surrender to a Cause is to be its instrument.
2. As to whisper prayers is to receive the bond of mercy.
3. As the universe shares technology of omnipresence, and religious omnipresence.
4. Wisdom is of the higher kind, knowledge is of the lower kind.
5. All the education can not be the difference between good and evil.
6. As goodness is revealed by the gods.
7. As knowledge leads to prosperity when shared with society.
8. Education is a gift only given to good societies.
9. One difference of an atom, can give a disaster of a supernova.
10. The needle and its angel are only as large as can seen.
11. As angels judge and give mercy, they have no responsability to others.
12. As wisdom needs to be written to be spread to the far side.
13. As knowledge spoken in language when forgotten does not share its beauty.
14. A scientist needs his sources, and some are invisible by choice.
15. This wisdom, is as the spring fountain of a religious source.
Paragraph 75
1. May the archangels come to our support.
2. May we serve our nation as obliged.
3. As goodness is our guide.
4. May we judge with rightiousness.
5. May all monks share the celibatic vow.
6. My task in spare time is daily prayer.
7. As i was granted riches, i shared half with the humanity goals.
8. As hands of gold, never failing, i choose a side of minority.
9. High intelligence sought its way to full self-knowledge.
10. The oracle of Dehli taught its lessons to those ever doubting wisdom.
11. As the savior, was by proof of times. As holy books been rewritten time after time.
12. In heaven we all spend at happiness as reward, as the angels keep working.
13. All angels attended an archangel for their daily support.
14. Life with all hardship and chances. Calls for sincerity, taken chances not easily counted to recur.
15. All doors opened closes others, but prayer intervenes.

16. As the boat left shore, the helm after long times proofed its destiny.
17. As my source was wisdom, as the means are knowlegde, and the cause is reality.
18. Loosing all favors in reality, what use is my own life, when in distaste of all wishes.
19. Longing salvation. All prayers even without the names, are heard as angels without names.
Paragraph 76
1. By codex the edge communicated.
2. symbols of words as circles visible in light.
3. The prolonged story of one sage.
4. By surrender one learns to have forbearance.
5. As one symbol granted lifelong happiness, when heard all went seeking.
6. As the choice for pleasure or duty.
7. As the seed left in earth, an uncommon quest to find.
8. strange hands, kept the wisdom for ages.
9. As the codex was sold, its money was used for debt-relieve.
10. One tells to have the important lesson at steel.
11. If one sacrifices daily allowance, to buy a wordly wonder.
12. As the museum was with round spheres as a temple of new fashion.
13. As my house was everywhere i go, as the feeling to be at home.
14. As all sages live in heart, we all heard the call of wisdom.
15. one starts seeking, with a cause. Even when veiled in daily life.
16. As the diamond was found, it was traded for a life of wealth.
17. A life granted from upperclass, we gave wisdom to the Creator.
18. As the vow of all blue blood, to share the crown of jewel with the ultimate source.
19. As religion above and below, was a full measure of mercy and grace.
20. In heaven without evil, everyone learns to have a good life.
21. On earth, without predestiny, one takes a source and keeps it for eternity.
22. As to relieve of debt, choose a world favorably, with the conditions to fullfill.
23. As to endure with a sacrifice of happiness. As the Creator will hear our voices.
24. As the archangel without name, as the Lord tells his name is unspeakable.
25. One ponders, does the Creator do with his angels or his own power.
26. As one ponders, in heaven will the angels be working, and by what chance.
27. As in heaven, As on earth do they call heaven reality as well.
28. As the shadow of the sun, all beings either live in daylight or hide in the dark.
29. As the star of dark energy, good beings sleep, evil uses the chance as predator getting prey.
Paragraph 77
1. The spear of destiny, created a hole for its silver light of truth
2. As the bird finding its nest, in the tree of creation.
3. Carrying the stick of fire, the next kingdom was attained.
4. As wisdom finds it sage, the words were dragged to far away countries.
5. As money gives the means of wealth, who speaks of service.
6. Without words, the heart was gold, but yet poverty strikes its reality.
7. As the quest for a far journey, was conceived in the words in our midst home.
8. Giving up all societial security i was hoping for a support granted in society.
9. As the quest made by the lonely sage, his words were kept for ages
10. This sage of silver words, gained the heart of gold, but yet accepting reality.
11. As the golden coins of rich kings, were traded for bread in times of demise.
12. As the diamonds found at eastern shores, were sown to grow trees of special light.
13. As the blue orb was with water made to life, its color yet found by solar light.

14. As the poor man, creating its buildings of words, was with hope for a future made of readers lore.
15. As the books were built with might of feathers, its words yet a language of a decent source.
16. As all religious symbols found its home, there was speech of a family creating vaults of wisdom.
17. This word of wisdom, should find its hope and the goal of life, the purpose of high gods.
Paragraph 78
1. The Yoga as living with work and service bound by prayer and oath
2. Working for a Godhead gives a glance on uncommon directions.
3. Prayer gives the feeling to be above your feelings, as the security not rational
4. Service by prayer to work a godhead as name, gives reward by uncommon paths
5. As the mother time vaults hold all wisdom and technology, yet a prayer to find.
6. As Father king of times and eternal ruler not seen by the eye yet governs all.
7. The daughter of reality, as yet the feeling of universal power, shakti goddess
8. Debt to reality solved by accepting fate as it comes, yet eternal.
9. Debt to the gods, give by good deeds and compassion the way to relieve.
10. If soul is exhausted yet all beings by movement bound, get rest by resting ro sleeping.
11. As the soul in the morning being awake rested from exhaustion day before.
12. As the soul resting in the bed of sleep, and the place of serenity, yet a choice to make.
13. One living soul, needs the guidance of religion, as the promise of the eternal creator.
14. Wisdom as taught by the sages, yet the words need understanding of symbols to use.
15. All worlds have access to wisdom, yet ranking the prosperity needs the ability to accept.
16. As the unity with religion, needs the use of symbols to understands motivation and explanation.
Paragraph 79
1. Gods primeval times the name of food or visible blessing.
2. As saints not fullfilling wishes, work for a godhead
3. calling the name in prayer, being servant of that name.
4. by surrender one belongs to that godhead.
5. As the gods proove by granting prayer to theirselves.
6. As the relationship is bound by oath.
7. The relationship with god need to be the first.
8. The scheme of worlds society starts with the indexing of all needs.
9. The scheme in space depends on the grounds of gravity.
10. The alliances of planets, made by word though certified by action.
11. Only one specie on this planet, makes them all being indexed.
12. As the world turns, the brains turn their energy to ensure focus of serenity.
13. As all humans grounded by parents, bound by labor, touched by wishes.
14. As domestication of the high intelligence, is by revelation.
15. As all religion have their roots in religions of old ages.
16. As to be blessed is the feeling to be blessed.
17. Emotions are given meaning by telling their work and explaining with words.
Paragraph 80
1. A beam above lightspeed, was the universe travelling and yet self-revealing.
2. A beam above lightspeed was catched by the revelation of sciences.
3. A beam above lightspeed, as aspeck of light, disappeared at the flash of an eye.
4. A beam above lightspeed, as black color no one noticed yet appeared.
5. A beam above lightspeed, as twinkling in an eye, yet trancending sciences.

6. Seeking eternal life, happiness without pain. All wished for certainty.
7. Seeking purpose in life, all were seeking a lifegoal to be remembered.
8. At the abode of the gods, they asked for surrender, as the last action selfchoosen in life.
9. At the abode of gods, the proof was the name living in the heart of the adepts.
10. As the high layer in the universe. As the angels designed with wings, but yet meaning.
11. As the high layer in the universe. As the actors in a play, choosing their role and outfit.
12. As the high layer in the universe. Almost no one steps out of normal life, seeking strange places.
13. As all beings work by contract and travel home after work. Who wanders without meaning.
14. As all beings are bound by oath or contract, a golden orb will seldom appear with fate
Paragraph 81
1. Particles of light, as a piece of dust, halve a second as a twinkle in the eye.
2. Particles of dark energy, surging the lifeforce of beings nearby.
3. Particles of diamonds yet unseen hold value.
4. As a diamond with faces, the more the value.
5. as all words combined as a face yet one article a side.
6. Pearls of daily burden, yet hidden in the ocean, receives visible at the promised moment.
7. The bible told, Eve to have sinned, but yet all humans have choice during life.
8. The bible told Adam has sinned, but yet, heaven can be attained by good deeds and prayers.
9. The gospel untold, to surrender to the gods. As they guide life and lifetask to a good end.
10. The power to pray to, the power adressed in prayer is the one as faith.
11. All the saints carried their lives untill the blessed moment. Yet not seen before.
12. All the angels carried the will of god, but yet there is no proof from outside ordeals.
13. As the gods give their favor, which person wants by prolonged intent to be blessed.
14. As all gods hold their conditions, whose god will be found for every person wishing for.
15. unconditional receives the price of the gods. As their favour seeks the blessed ones.
Paragraph 82
1. The divine essence lives in all gods and godesses.
2. The divine essence commands all angels and saints.
3. After reaching the abode i accepted my duty als dailiy actions.
4. After seeking my lifegoal, i searched for the lifegoal of saints.
5. All feelings are as a message of Earth, and as a signal of the Lord.
6. As my body is my instrument i care for it with serious intents.
7. If i did not need my mind, i choose to attend the heart.
8. Speaking of all my worries i learned to share the burden.
9. I was seeking for lives and eons, just to find the gem of salvation.
10. As all gods grant their mercy, as by wisdom in books, as by chances verbally, and by a signal in the heart.
11. As all powers grant their safety as promised by all the teachers.
12. Above the gods attending personal their mercy, the reality was bound by invisible means.
13. As the reality, still needs its name to point at, even when having no name.
14. As Brahma the Creator teaches about the unborn principle Brahman as supreme reality.
15. Only by attending the duties of life, and taking chances for religion one reaches the paths.
16. The mercy starts counting on the moment one accepts the mercy given.
17. The blessing of duty starts when accepting life’s obligation.
18. When one starts working the reward starts counting.
19. By work one earns the reward. But yet accept life with its fate.

Paragraph 83
1. The divine essence is in all those wishing to serve by faith.
2. The divine essence is the essential word as source of all religions.
3. The divine essence lives in all angels, saints and philospohers.
4. Drinking of the waters of life, life itself reveals its source.
5. Diving deep in time by unity with the moment, one seeks its destiny in everlasting time.
6. Everyone has a function in reality, and its functions always is found in life.
7. Reading a book of invisible words in the night reveals the memory of reality.
8. More important than work is meaning, and more important is the feeling of peace.
9. One is teached about the heart when entering it.
10. The goal of life is of different form for all beings. Not only words, pictures or feeling.
11. As by the use of writing one has the art of living eternal.
12. As the books being written, as the fluff of a dandelion. The winds carry without path.
13. Solar light the source of joy, water the source of peace, reality the source of growth
14. As doubting doubt itself, seeking the purpose of life without known form.
15. As working for money, one seeks to work for eternal happiness.
16. Compassion of buddha, christ and all the saints as the part of their message.
17. Selfless service is always seen by the gods, and in their time being rewarded.
Paragraph 84
1. The trail of sunlight followed the saints of high order.
2. The paraclete used wisdom as its vital means.
3. As all the saints come near by prayer, they were blessed with their hearts wishes.
4. Above lightspeed, who knows the difference of black and white light.
5. As sound evolves to a message given by reality which fate grows by just existence.
6. As the moment of travel from one spot to another, by mere existence as no trail was found.
7. As the solar orb opened its doors and closes a hour later, the higher beings were trapped in the region.
8. As the moon gave its curse to all with the moon sickness thye sought for cures not existing.
9. As the far ground of universe gave all planets the gravity yet not visible by motion.
10. The trail of a common travellers gave its silver line to the world with blue colors.
11. As one word is verbally known all other words follow as a meaning being revealed.
12. to get an alphaet is by meaning common sense grounded in reality and the wish of intelligence.
13. Green as the color of paradise, blue as the color of heaven, yet the powers trancending.
14. as the world in high peace yet no self defense, faced an uncommon penalty.
Paragraph 85
1. As the surrender to a reality and its gods, will grow with surity of its grace.
2. As the dust of time creates many living beings with the soul as the spark inside.
3. By time i have grown into a being with intelligence. As the path from animal to enlightenment.
4. As reincarnation shows its marks, all being understand to live with serious intents.
5. As we understood the time to give its chances we all took benefit after timeframes were given.
6. As the gods show their mercy, which adepts long to have it at all kinds.
7. The cry of a young adult, was taken by a guardian angel and showed access to high religions.
8. Which prayer of self sacrifice is not being accepted or prooven by the gods.
9. As all countries have their education in youth, one has the right to return to their daily duties.
10. One place calls for understanding, another calls for intent, as a third calles for acceptance.
11. As time evolves, all creatures are bound by an invisible rope. Even the strongest will is overcome

Paragraph 86
1. As blue water reached the silver heaven, the roads were told to exist.
2. As silver wire touched the heaven of far scene existence they told to wisdom the guide.
3. One orb of orange was made to shine as the solar orb existed in the measure of the eye.
4. In the night one seeks a silver source the light of words and meaning.
5. In heaven no deficit as all sources are abundant.
6. the saturn personality is egotistic, the solar personality is with joy.
7. The moon shines as a cold light yet in the mind with color.
8. The earthly globe existed by turning, yet gravity is equal among the globe and height.
9. I travelled from far to seeks one word of truth without cost and requirements.
10. I saw a road of silver steps, yet the wisdom was with words as a lantern among the path.
11. One trusts the gods, yet health issues require godly attention, as to proof their might.
12. As the gods say, prosperity and wealth do exist, but yet reality asks for work and forbearance.
13. As all the sages share the burden of life, yet choose the path of peace and worked for greater good.
14. As one seeks the choice of moon and sun, the color was with meaning yet distance made them seeking.
15. As the night is for resting, and the day for daily duty. Work as salary to spend at wishes coming true.
Paragraph 87
1. as the disk of plaster was made to a string, yet revealing wisdom of higher time.
2. as the language of dots was being expounded they choose a message yet to come.
3. As the circle was made to a line, they found a language as egyptian symbols took benign.
4. The silver disk from space, gave religions as the chance, as the duty after their acceptance self done.
5. The oath other people to attend mercy, after which their own chance getting done.
6. As the oath of the teacher, the next life accepting the mercy themselves.
7. About the saviour they say, he accepted all mercy after which his source was with power.
8. As the mercy to climb the mountain and after it, to show the way, as the insight of the top everlasting.
9. With our goal united, our willpower in higher hands. We all shared the experience of surrender.
10. All religions describe this prayer of surrender, as to grow is to deepen the act of prayer.
11. All mercy attained is kept into eternity, yet a new life does forget, chance to retake higher order.
12. All angels bow down in reverence for a new life to attain their status at higher level.
13. As the specie an atom big, floated at light speed, to give uncommon chances yet to come.
14. A new dreamworld of an atom big, as the vessel of a new world as to share its sciences above.
15. as a journey far away, vessels found during the path as to change clothes and to travel the new world.
16. As the dimension opened its gates, we have seen humans of multiple forms, like the hindutribe tells.
17. We all have seen the clones being active, as actors in a play, as expensive it is, only the wealhty attain.

